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In recent years, the construction of our tax information system is promoted by 
tax cadres continually trying hard, as the State Administration of Taxation required. 
Tax information come true including tax collection and administration, taxation check, 
law enforcement and office. Tax source monitoring analysis system is to improve the 
tax business. 
   This dissertation describes the key technology of tax source monitoring analysis 
system, such as demand analysis, design of framework, detailed design and so on. 
   It is an inevitable trend to use the JSP + Java Bean development mode base on 
J2EE, and changed to EJB. The three-tier structure B/S/D contains clearly 
maintenance and reusability and flexibility is discussed. WEBLOGIC is application 
for web application server, and JSP is application for web presentation. 
   The tax source monitoring analysis system is presented. It offers software that 
query and analyses flexibility, and offers date which is precise and convincing. 
 The rapid development of tax information construction puts forward new ideas and 
requirements. Solution of the grand tax information, it is the use of tax source 
monitoring and analysis system used to mining, make full use of its strengthening 
management, mining tax potential sources. 
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